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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ASLI Interpreting Solutions Ranks as a Global Interpreting Leader
Tampa, October 5, 2021: ASLI Interpreting Solutions has been ranked as a global interpreting leader by research firm
Nimdzi Insights. The companies listed in the report are ranked by revenue and cover sectors including healthcare,
business, government, legal, life sciences, financial, education, and others.
The ranking and the report (being published later this year) are the result of hundreds of hours of analysis and
present information that has been previously unavailable about a significant niche of the language services industry.
This is the first time in its history ASLI has made the list.
“We’re proud and excited to be named as one of the top 35 interpreting services companies in the world – and only
one of 18 in the U.S.,” said Angela Piteris, COO of New Language Partners. “Our interpreters, along with our
operations team, who’ve all been successful in pivoting during the pandemic, have made this possible for ASLI. We’re
grateful for their resolve and drive and we look forward to climbing the ranking ladder in the coming years.””
The full list can be found at https://www.nimdzi.com/interpreting-index-top-interpreting-companies/.
About ASLI Interpreting Services
ASLI Interpreting Solutions was founded in 1987 by Frederic Jondreau, as the first privately-owned ASL school in New
York. It is the merger of American Sign Language Inc., Divas Interpretations, Clear Messaging Interpreting Services,
and the interpreting services of Alliance Business Solutions, creating one of the leading interpreter companies for
spoken word and ASL in the United States, with a strong presence in New York, New Jersey, Maryland, Delaware,
North Carolina, and Washington State. ASLI Interpreting Solutions is a New Language Partner and alongside TB
Alliance, provides sign language, spoken word and document translation services.
About Nimdzi
Nimdzi Insights is a market research and consulting company that advises on international trade & development,
language services, language technology, localization programs, and strategic investing in globalization processes.
Nimdzi guides companies through investment, mergers, and acquisitions. Nimdzi consultants are committed to
providing opportunities for continuous professional development and resources for business professionals
worldwide.
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